What is Blue Courage?
Blue Courage is a transformational process that focuses on the human development of corrections/detention officers.

Why Blue Courage? Blue Courage enhances our corrections/detention officers’ capacity to serve with courage and honor. This is accomplished by shaping the heart and mind. Blue Courage enhance the capacity of our people through education, practices, tools, and processes.

What Blue Courage Has to Offer
Today’s corrections/detention officers are highly trained and highly skilled operationally. While skill training is essential, it is incomplete. The behaviors that tarnish organizations and place correction/detention officers at risk are rarely due to a lack of skills.

Through Blue Courage, participants will:
• Go beyond learning tactical and critical incident survival and ensure corrections/detention officers’ readiness to both prevent and recover in the aftermath.
• Reignite a sense of passion, purpose and commitment to the nobility of public service.
• Awaken their moral compass and the courage to do what is right.
• Improve decision-making skills under pressure.
• Understand how to build relationships and trust with the organization.
• Develop an organizational culture of learning, critical thinking, tolerance, and curiosity.

Topics to Be Covered:
• Foundations of Courage
• Corrections Culture
• Nobility of Public Service
• Power of Influence
• Dignity & Respect
• Resilience / Hope
• Positive Psychology
• Practical Wisdom
• Health & Wellness
• Our Legacy

To learn how Blue Courage can benefit your organization, contact:
info@bluecourage.com
1-630-449-0958

www.bluecourage.com